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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Information Utilities by Richard

 

E. Sprague, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
 Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,

 1969, 200 pages, $8.50.

A
 curious mixture of factual re 

porting and blue sky forecasting,
 this book nevertheless contains a

 good deal of information that will
 be valuable to anyone who is pro

fessionally interested in any aspect
 of electronic data processing. Its

 appeal to the general reader, to
 whom it is ostensibly addressed, is
 questionable.

The information utility—or on

 

line-real time computer service
 bureau—is already much closer to
 reality than most people realize,

 Mr. Sprague claims, and he offers
 plenty of evidence in this book to
 back up his statement. By ana

lyzing various existing, proposed,
 and possible examples of informa

tion utilities at work, he attempts
 to predict the sort of impact this

 development will have on business
men and consumers.

The information utility, in the

 
simplest definition offered by Mr.

 Sprague, is a type of on line-real
 time system “in which a large num

ber of individual users from many
 different organizations will be shar


ing a central data processing and

 

memory complex. Each user will
 be supplied with a data terminal,

 or input-output device, connected
 directly to the center at the time of

 use.” It differs from a conventional
 data processing service bureau in

 that it supplies information directly
 at the subscriber’s own location in
 a format that he normally uses and

 in that payment usually is on a per
 transaction basis.

No single organization (or small

 
group of organizations) has yet

 emerged as the information utility
 (comparable to telephone or power
 utilities); perhaps none ever will.

 However, to the extent that any
 OLRT system available to be
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shared by more than one organiza



tion may be considered an infor
mation utility, a surprising number

 of them have already developed. In
 an appendix Mr. Sprague repro

duces a list (undated) of 35 com
mercially oriented time sharing

 systems and 29 research-oriented
 ones now in operation.

These and other organizations

 
are now providing a wide variety

 
of

 services, ranging from billing,  
tax service, and credit information

 to employment placement, criminal
 intelligence, and tickets to sporting
 and theatrical events. In another

 appendix Mr. Sprague lists 34 types
 of service that have been offered

 or proposed; nearly all are already
 available.

 

Services offered
Savings account processing is

 

available to nearly every savings
 institution in the United States.

 Professional billing services oper
ate in nearly every large city. Three
 national services offer stock broker

age information. Medical and/or
 accounting data processing is avail

able to hospitals in several parts of
 the country. Complete travel serv

ice is not yet available, but most
 of the pieces of it exist, and their

 combination is not far away. Only
 a few information retrieval systems
 are operating so far, but many

 are under development.
Most of these services are highly

 
specialized, directed to a particular

 group or industry such as airlines,
 libraries, and railroads. 

A
 number  

of organizations, however, are seek
ing to operate as general purpose

 information utilities, providing
 tervice to many different kinds of

 subscribers. Among them are Key
data (probably the first), Western

 Union, ITT, General Electric, and
 Service Bureau Corporation. In

 addition, some of the time sharing
 systems that provide engineering
 problem solving service will prob

ably evolve into general purpose
 utilities; the time sharing services,
 says Mr. Sprague, are “really the

 general purpose utility in its in
fancy.”

Mr. Sprague presents detailed

 

descriptions of four types of infor
mation utility service. Only one of

 them seems to be actually in opera
tion in the form he describes
 (ticketing service). One, Personal

 Data Services (PDS), is apparently
 the service to be provided by the

 firm of which Mr. Sprague is now
 president, Personal Data Services

 Corporation; he fails to specify the
 state of its development, but the
 chapter is written in the future

 tense. Another (SAVE, for System
 for Automatic Value Exchange)

 is a funds transfer system some
what similar to that provided by

 the Bank of Delaware.
The most interesting of the four

 
systems to the accountant is Mr.

 Sprague’s proposal for a national
 tax service that would maintain all

 tax records for the Internal Rev
enue Service and state and local

 governments. Individuals and cor
porations would enter their tax

 data directly into its equipment.
 Any errors or discrepancies would

 be pointed out by the machine
 immediately; the taxpayer would

 not have to wait for the IRS to
 return a reply.

Such a system, Mr. Sprague sug


gests, could be operated by the

 IRS. However, the “prevalent” fear
 of Big Brother might make it pre

ferable for some independent
 organization to own the system.

 Then the various governments—
 plus law and accounting firms and

 all corporate and individual tax
payers—would be subscribers.

After a “semitechnical” section

 
on considerations in the design of

 an information utility and a chap
ter that briefly touches on such

 questions as who should be per
mitted to operate information

 utilities, whether they should be
 regulated and by whom, and who

 should audit them, Mr. Sprague
 takes off into the forecasting sky.

 His final chapters attempt to pre
dict the effect the availability of

 information utilities will have on
 daily life and business.

Most of his forecasts follow the

 
pattern already made familiar by

 popularizers in the data processing
 

field, but some of his ideas are

 

provocative. For example, he feels
 that the problem of invasion of
 privacy—which already exists, he
 points out, to a much greater

 degree than most people realize—
 would be solved, not intensified, by

 the establishment of a national
 information utility for individuals.

 The reason is that a law protecting
 the rights of individuals and regu

lating access to data would be
 much easier to enforce against a
 single national information supplier

 than against the multitude of credit
 bureaus and grantors, government

 agencies, and the like now col
lecting data.

Personal computers coming

By the year 2000, Mr. Sprague

 

predicts, information utility costs
 will have been reduced sufficiently

 and the market will have become
 large enough that a housewife

 should be able to have personal
 data service for no more than twice

 the amount of her telephone bill.
 By the early 1970’s, he anticipates,

 the selling price of a cathode ray
 terminal should be down to well

 under $1,000, with rentals in the
 $10 to $25 a month range.

Fascinating though it is, this is

 
a peculiar book in many ways. Its

 complete lack of any organization
 structure and the wide range of

 styles of writing employed suggest
 that it was assembled rather than

 written. It reads, in fact, 
as

 if Mr.  
Sprague had collected some writ

ings of his own and some memo
randa prepared by researchers

 (acknowledgment is given to the
 advanced business systems staff at

 Touche Ross & Co., where Mr.
 Sprague formerly was principal

 director in advanced business sys
tems, for its research work) and

 combined them with some new
 material written to fill gaps and
 some transitional paragraphs to

 make a book.
One consequence for the reader

 

is that he must read the entire book
 to find any specific information he

 may be looking for. A more serious
 consequence is that any reader,
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What you 
don’t know 
about 
management 
consulting...
can hurt you. Called in to revitalize

 

companies and to solve managerial
 problems, the management consultant

 is an important competitive weapon in
 today’s business world.

Businessmen can 

learn

 when and  
how to call upon this “advice industry”

 by reading Hal Higdon’s THE BUSINESS
 HEALERS. Unbiased, fully documented,

 based on six years of research, THE
 BUSINESS HEALERS explains the exact

 nature of the consultant’s job, gives a
 close-up look at ACME (the association

 of consulting bluebloods), and tells
 you about the inner workings of such

 Big Image firms as Booz, Allen &
 Hamilton, Fry Consultants, McKinsey &

 Co., and the George S. May Co. Hal
 Higdon interviews consultants and
 former consultants and the business

 executives who have used them and
 gets their candid opinions as to the

 success or failure of various consulting
 assignments.

“Lively, informed and pertinent...

 
an inside picture of what management

 consultants are and what they do.
 Higdon transforms what could have

 been a flash-in-the-pan smear into a
 fascinating study-in-depth.”

—Publishers' Weekly

THE

BUSINESS HEALERS
A DOCUMENTED APPRAISAL
by Hal Higdon

$6.95, now at your bookstore

 

RANDOM HOUSE
201 East 50th St.,

 
New York City 10022

 

depending on his level of sophisti



cation, is certain to find sections of
 the book either irritatingly simple

 and “popular” or beyond his com
prehension.

The jacket blurb, preface, and

 
some section introductions state

 flatly the book is aimed at the
 “general reader.” In certain sec

tions the style is conversational and
 personal, with liberal use of the
 second person: “What is that you
 say? I have never done anything

 wrong and I have always paid my
 bills on time. OK, good for you, if

 it is true.” Yet other sections read
 exactly like a consultant’s report.

 More seriously, these sections fre
quently introduce terms unfamiliar

 to the general reader without any
 explanation of them: multipro

cessor, communications buffer,
 executive program. And the chap

ter on the market for information
 utilities (which explains how to

 conduct a market study, among
 other things) contains little that

 would be of interest to the general
 reader. Indeed, it is explicitly intro

duced 
as

 being “of special interest  
to current or potential owners and

 operators of utilities.”
On balance, the book is clearly

 
for the specialist. For him it offers

 a good deal of reportorial-type
 information not readily available

 elsewhere and some provocative
 and stimulating ideas. Mr. Sprague

 is unquestionably one of the best
 informed men in the industry on

 information utilities, and those who
 are interested in this subject should

 not miss anything he writes.

Accounting and Its Behavioral

 

Implications by
 

William J. Bruns,  
Jr., and Don T. DeCoster, Mc

Graw-Hill Book Company, New
 York, 1968, 441 pages, $7.95 (hard

 cover), $4.95 (soft cover).

This compilation of 40 articles

 

on behavioral science and its rela
tion to accounting is a sampling

 that stresses breadth rather than
 depth. It provides an excellent in
troduction to a relatively new field.

Accountants traditionally have

 

been interested in numbers rather
 than people. This is probably the

 reason the relation between them,
 although obviously important, has

 been 
so

 little explored until re 
cently. Most of the systematic re

search in this field has been con
ducted in the

 
last decade, and most  

of it is at least touched upon in this
 anthology.

The articles go from the general

 
(communication theory, work mo

tivation, and work group relation
ships) to the particular (applica

tions to accounting). The account
ing-related chapters focus on two

 major areas, the effect of account
ing on management decisions (the

 results of varying accounting meth
ods, the motivational impact of

 
per 

formance measurement, the influ
ence of responsibility reporting)

 and the problems of gaining em
ployee acceptance of budgetary

 goals,
 

controls, and systems changes.
This book is a useful guide for

 anyone engaged in the practice 
of accounting, financial management,

 or systems design, if only to show,
 as the editors point out, how “little

 is known and much remains to be
 done” in the way of research in
 this subject.

(Four of the articles originally

 
appeared in this magazine.)

Briefly listed
Contemporary Accounting and

 

the Computer by Leonard W.
 Hein, Dickenson Publishing Com

pany, Belmont, California, 1969,
 359 pages, 

$4.95
 (paper bound).

This anthology of articles on EDP

 
and the accountant covers such

 subjects as basic computer con
cepts, auditing by EDP, internal

 control, systems planning and de
sign, feasibility studies, organiza

tion, EDP applications, service bu
reaus, and simulation. Although

 the book is intended primarily as a
 supplementary readings text for

 college students, its value to the
 practicing accountant is obvious.
 Seven of the articles originally ap

peared in Management Services.
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Retirement Income in the United

 

States: A Case for the Composite
 System by the Committee on Em

ployee Benefits, Financial Execu
tives Institute, New York, 1969, 47

 pages, available without charge
 (paper bound).

The Financial Executives Institute

 

continues its defense of the exist
ing pattern of pension systems and

 its opposition to new regulation.

Foundations of Optimization by

 

Douglas J. Wilde and Charles S.
 

B
eightler, Prentice-Hall, Inc., En 

glewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967,
 480 pages, $12.50.

Billed as the first book to present

 

a unified theory of optimization,
 this book combines such mathe

matical elements as unconstrained
   optimization; nonlinear, linear, geo
metric, and dynamic programing;

 Pontryagin’s maximum principle;
 and block search procedure into
 a single theory of how to achieve
 the maximum gain or minimum

 loss in a rational manner. The
 authors say that the principal
 mathematics required is under

standing of differential calculus.
 Even so, this book is not for the

 mathematically unsophisticated.

MAGAZINES

Corporate Models—The State of

 

the Art by George W. Gershefski,
 Managerial Planning, November-

 December, 1969.

Mathematical models of special



ized functions such as inventory
 control are getting fairly routine

 by now, and some operations re
searchers are turning their atten

tion to corporation-wide models.
 This article reports the result of a
 survey of progress in this field.

Sixty-three companies—out of

 

323 member companies of the
 Planning Executives Institute that

 replied to a questionnaire prepared
 by this author—have corporate op



erations research models in use or

 

under development. Another 39 in
tend to begin development of such
 models within the next year.

This group, Mr. Gershefski notes

 
in the article, includes nearly every

 company in the survey sample that
 has an operations research group.

 These companies vary widely in
 size, industry, and nature of busi

ness. Model building appears “to
 be a matter of individual initia

tive. Models appear to exist in
 those companies where someone

 has heard about them and has pro
ceeded to ‘sell’ management.”

The models are used primarily to

 
project statements of net income,

 capital expenditures, source and
 use of funds, and balance sheet.

 Their most common application is
 to evaluate alternative operating

 or investment strategies. Other ap
plications frequently mentioned by

 the respondents are to provide re
vised financial projections rapidly,

 assist in determining feasible cor
porate goals, and analyze the effect

 of interacting items.
Nearly all the models are simu


lations (five per cent are mathe

matical programing, or optimiza
tion, models), and nearly all are

 deterministic (twelve per cent use
 probability distributions). Virtu
ally all are computerized.

About one-third of the models

 
were developed from the bottom

 up; the researchers started with a
 detailed model of a part of the

 company with the idea of expand
ing it function by function to cover

 the entire company. The rest began
 as relatively undetailed models of

 the total corporation.
On the average, Mr. Gershefski

 
reports, it took 3.5 man-years to de

velop the first working version of a
 corporate model. The range was

 from .5 to 23 man-years.
More than 90 per cent of the sur


vey respondents felt that the bene

fits derived from the model justi
fied the effort expended to develop

 it. Indeed, 50 per cent reported
 that their managements gave more

 weight to conclusions derived from
 the model than to results of other
 analytical studies.

The Measurement of Price

 

Changes in Construction by John
 Musgrave, Journal of the American
 Statistical Association, September,

 1969.

The Bureau of the Census has

 

recently begun research aimed at
 developing a statistically adequate

 set of construction price indexes.
 This research is motivated by the

 inadequacy of the Department of
 Commerce’s “composite” construc

tion cost index, the closest sub
stitute for a comprehensive con
struction price index currently
 available. In this article, Mr. Mus

grave describes recent Bureau re
search on price indexes for new

 single-family houses. The problems
 encountered and the approach

 used, as well as the validity of the
 resulting index, warrant the atten
tion of all accountants considering

 the merits of replacement cost fi
nancial reporting.

Currently compiled construction

 

indexes are deficient, according to
 this author, because, among other

 reasons, they (1) depend entirely
 on secondary data, (2) assume no
 change in productivity over time,

 (3) often suffer from improper
 weighting of wages rates and build

ing material prices, and (4) use
 wage rates and prices which “fre

quently do not represent actual
 prices but rather some type of
 quoted or ‘normal’ price.” Further

more, the present “composite” in
dex, a Paasche index, measures not
 only the results of price changes

 but also changes over time in the
 relative importance of different
 types of construction. Consequently,

 Mr. Musgrave believes that a fixed-
 weight (Laspeyres) index would

 be more appropriate 
as

 an indi 
cator of construction price move

ments.
Two major problems have im


peded the derivation of a price

 index for new one-family houses:
 “(1) the separation of ‘pure price’
 changes from changes in the ‘qual

ity’ of houses and (2) the separa
tion of value of site from the price

 of the house itself.” The second
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difficulty can be eliminated by

 

collecting sufficient data on site
 values. However, the first problem

 is conceptual in nature and plagues
 the construction of every type of

 index, general or specific.

Characteristics chosen

A

 great many characteristics  
determine the price of a house.

 After careful examination, the
 Bureau selected eight of these

 characteristics which seemed to
 account for a significant amount 

of price variability. By use of regres
sion analysis, an equation was

 developed which explained about
 70 per cent of the variability in

 house prices, assuming a constant
 “mix” of the eight characteristics.

 Index numbers were computed us
ing the regression coefficients from

 the equation plus information
 regarding the proportion of houses

 having each given characteristic.
 This index is of the Laspeyres

 (fixed-weight) type with 1963 as
 the base year and 1964-65 as the

 weighting period.

Accounting issues raised

From an accounting standpoint,

 

this article raises several important
 issues. First, currently existing con

struction price indexes are defec
tive and may not provide reason

able estimates of replacement cost
 for use in current cost financial

 statements. Whether this is true of
 available specific indexes in gen

eral is conjectural. Second, most
 indexes ignore changes in quality

 over time. Mr. Musgrave’s regres
sion approach provides a means of
 treating only one aspect of this

 problem, the importance of which
 varies depending on the com
modity involved. Third, a specific

 type of index (e.g., Paasche,
 Laspeyres) must be chosen. Each

 has certain advantages and dis
advantages. In addition, selection

 of the base year and weights will
 affect the resulting index numbers.

 All these factors must be evaluated
 in choosing the most appropriate

 index.

To summarize, the author de



scribes the difficulties involved in
 developing an adequate price index

 for new single-family houses. Signi
ficantly, however, he demonstrates

 that a reasonably accurate index
 can be constructed if sufficient

 effort is expended. 
A

 careful read 
ing of this article will give all ac

countants a better understanding of
 the practical and conceptual prob

lems underlying the development
 of specific price indexes.

William H. Parrott

 
University of Illinois

 at Urbana-Champaign

Profit Potential in Small and

 

Growing Businesses by Douglas
 K. Young, The Price Waterhouse

 Review, Summer, 1969.

Many of the problems faced by

 

the rapidly growing small business
 are symptoms of inadequate admin

istrative systems. This article de
scribes how such a company can
 proceed in

 
improving these systems.

The imaginary Do-Right Manu


facturing Company is presented in

 this article as a rapidly growing
 company with typical growing
 pains. Production delays, poor in

ventory control, and a tight cash
 position are among the problems

 that the directors now seek to alle
viate. After months of discussion,

 the board has decided to seek the
 aid of an outside consultant.

Mr. Young believes that many of

 
the problems afflicting Do-Right

 are symptoms of inadequate ad
ministrative systems. He presents a

 list of sample questions that can
 be used to identify such symptoms.

 The proper course of action for the
 Do-Right Manufacturing Company,

 he says, is to undertake a thor
ough review and analysis of the

 company’s administrative systems.
Such a review can be performed

 
by management and supervisory

 personnel from within the organi
zation, by outside consulting firms,

 or by a combination of both. The
 review may be limited in scope,

 

or it may be extensive. The scope

 

and the personnel used will gen
erally depend on the financial and

 personnel resources available to the
 firm.

The process of improving sys


tems can be divided into five

 stages: (1) fact-finding, (2) analy
sis, (3) definition of alternative

 and recommended solutions, (4)
 decision, and (5) implementation.
 Mr. Young describes each of these

 steps in the article.
Fact-finding consists of the col


lection of data relevant to the

 scope of the review. Analysis in
volves the orderly arranging of

 facts and data so that the nature
 of the existing problems and po

tential solutions to them can be
 discerned. The definition of alter

native and recommended solutions
 involves the determination and

 comparison of: (1) immediate and
 long-range systems benefits in

 terms of increased efficiency, con
trol, and quality of information,

 (2) relative costs, and (3) achieve
ment of other goals.

Upon receipt of the consultant’s

 
report, Do-Right enters the deci

sion stage. Management must de
cide on the degree to which it will

 accept and implement the con
sultant’s proposals. The consultant

 recommends that the company
 hire a chief financial executive and
 a data processing manager, install

 a small computer, start preparing
 condensed and comparative re
ports of operations for manage

ment, and design a computer-based
 cost and inventory control system.

New systems and procedures can

 
be implemented by a cutover

 process or a parallel process. In
 the cutover method, a cutoff date

 is established and all transactions
 subsequent to that date are pro

cessed under the new system. Un
der the parallel method, both old
 and new systems are operated for

 whatever period of time is neces
sary to assure that the new sys

tems are functioning properly.
 Each approach has advantages and

 disadvantages, and these are dis
cussed by the author. He con
cludes that in practice a combina-
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tion of the cutover and parallel

 

methods of systems installation is
 usually most effective.

The author classifies administra


tive systems in which improvements

 can be made into four categories:
 (1) clerical, hand posted, and one-

 write systems, (2) auxiliary office
 equipment, (3) bookkeeping and

 accounting machines, and (4) in
house or service bureau computers.
 Illustrations of system improve

ment situations in each category
 are presented in the article. For

 example, microfilm is presented as
 a means for improving clerical effi
ciency by making it possible to
 locate and obtain copies of neces

sary documents rapidly and for
 substantially reducing the space
 costs of document storage.

Benefits listed
The general benefits of system

 

redesign and procedural revisions
 are said by Mr. Young to include
 cost savings through personnel effi

ciency, cost savings through man
agement control, profit growth

 through improved management de
cision making, and achievement 

of other company goals. The happy
 aftermath of the system improve

ments by Do-Right Manufacturing
 Company, as envisioned by the au
thor, was the disappearance of

 many of the growing pains noted
 previously. The company had ade
quate working capital to pay sup
pliers on time; control of inventory
 and accounts receivable had been
 substantially improved; plant oper

ations were more efficient; and the
 organization was more effective.

In the conclusion Mr. Young

 
warns that many companies solicit

 advice only after it is too late to
 save the organization. The time for

 management to improve adminis
trative systems, according to this

 author, is when the company’s
 growing operations are basically

 sound and profitable. Systems im
provement at this point in a com

pany’s growth will enable it to
 realize its true profit potential.

Eldon R. 

B

ailey
Louisiana State University

March-April, 1970

Another Look at Depreciation

 

Policies by E. L. Summers and
 

C.
 H. Griffin, Cost and Manage 

ment, September-October, 1969.

The recording and reporting of

 

depreciation of fixed assets has long
 been a topic of controversy, both
 inside and outside the accounting

 profession. This article provides a
 new perspective.

Historical-cost depreciation con



cepts are usually not adequate to
 describe the relationships among

 asset depletion, earning power pres
ervation, and income measurement,

 the authors believe. They therefore
 propose a depreciation accounting

 system intended to measure the
 asset service potential used or ex
pired in a period, measured as the
 amount of capital expressed in cur

rent dollars to produce the cash
 flow associated with use of all fixed

 assets during the period for which
 income is measured.

Principal objectives
The authors begin their analysis

 

of depreciation policies by present
ing seven objectives that have been

 suggested at one time or another
 for depreciation accounting:

1.

 

To provide for the replace 
ment in kind of worn-out assets

2.

 

To provide for the replace 
ment of original invested capital

3.

 

To provide for maintenance  
of asset ability to produce cash flow

4.

 

To provide for the recovery  
of the original (historical) cost of

 assets
5.

 

To produce a taxable income  
figure that harmonizes with federal

 tax legislation
6.

 

To “protect” cash flow suffi 
cient in amount to cover the cost

 of financing assets
7.

 

To provide for the replace 
ment of asset service potential used

 or expired.

One or a combination of these

 

objectives may be attained through
 various depreciation policies. Ac

cording to the authors, a “depreci


ation policy is determined by spe



cifying the total amount of capital
 to be recovered and by the alloca

tion of total recovery to an asset’s
 service life.” They provide four al

ternatives for each of the two ele
ments of depreciation policy:

(A)

 

Total Recovery
1.
 

Dollar price paid (or equiv 
alent) at time of acquisi

tion
2.

 

Dollar price paid at time of  
acquisition, expressed in

 dollars of the most recent
 balance sheet date

3.

 

Replacement cost of asset  
services at the most recent

 balance sheet date
4.

 

Capitalized decrement in  
earnings expectations re

sulting from holding and
 using an asset in the most

 recent time interval of ac
count.

(B)

 

Allocation
1.
 

Uniformly to each operat 
ing period of the asset’s

 useful life
2.

 

Primarily to some fraction  
(segment) of the asset’s

 useful life (such as the first
 part, etc.)

3.

 

To a specified point in  
time, such as the time of

 acquisition or disposal
4.

 

As a function of other vari 
ables, such as the financing

 schedule for the asset or
 entity-system parameters
 which are not necessarily
 related to specific assets.

Thirteen of the sixteen possible

 

combinations of these elements,
 which form the set of plausible de

preciation policies, are assigned to
 at least one of the previously sug

gested objectives for depreciation
 policies. The excluded combina

tions, namely, A4B1, A4B2, and
 A4B3, are rejected because

 
they are  

logically inconsistent.

Preferred 

goals

As previously implied, a depreci

ation policy is always selected with
 some particular objective or objec-
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tives in mind. The authors say they

 

have observed that business man
agements often select Objectives 1,

 2, 3, 5, and 6 as preferred objec
tives for depreciation policies.

 However, none of the feasible de
preciation policies can satisfy more

 than one of these "preferred objec
tives.” There are several groups,
 for example, taxing authorities, the

 public, and internal management,
 that require information of which

 a depreciation policy is an inherent
 part. The depreciation policy se

lected for reporting to each of
 these groups may vary, formally or

 informally. “Obviously, historical
 cost depreciation concepts (those

 beginning A1) [while being poten
tially acceptable for tax purposes]

 fail to accomplish any of the first
 three objectives. Indeed the propri

ety of listing these first three ob
jectives might be considered sus

pect since many accountants would
 be chary about recognizing them
 as legitimate,” the authors say.

Replacement objective
Thus rejecting further considera



tion of historical cost policies, the
 authors turn their attention to Ob

jective 7, the provision for the re
placement of asset service potential

 used or expired. They admit that
 Objective 7 is the most complex

 objective listed. They point out
 that “in an economy where general

 and specific prices are stable, Ob
jective 

3
 (maintenance of cash  

flow) [which is a preferred objec
tive’] would be in all respects

 equivalent to Objective 7. When
 prices are unstable, however, a

 given number of dollars will not,
 from period to period, represent
 the same ability to engage in ex

change activity.” The depreciation
 policy that fulfills both Objective
 3 and Objective 7 is the one clas

sified as type A4B4.

Example described

Summers and Griffin now pro



ceed to describe an example of an
 A4B4-type depreciation policy.

 Their example groups assets of
 

varying ages, lifetimes, and func



tions into “operational entities.” 
A firm would consist of at least one

 entity. Once the operational entity
 is defined, a measure of the change

 in “capital,” the depreciation
 charge, with respect to that partic

ular operational entity may be de
termined. “Capital is an attribute

 of a scarce resource, namely, the
 present service benefit that is

 
equiv 

alent to all future service benefits
 from the resource.” As a surrogate

 for change in capital, the authors
 choose net cash flow attributable

 to a particular operational entity
 multiplied by a factor “F,” which

 is a measure of “how many dollars
 of capital investment are currently

 necessary to purchase one dollar of
 cash flow—as a function of indus

try, asset, and functional utiliza
tion.”

Policies compared
Statements prepared using a

 

straight line historical cost depreci
ation policy are compared with

 statements prepared using the Sum
mers-Griffin proposed depreciation

 policy over an eight-year period
 for a property with an original cost

 of one million dollars. The com
parison indicates that “if the

 United States adopted a measure
ment of depreciation based on

 diminished ability to produce cash
 flow, the payments to government

 and equity holders under present
 public policy would be drastically
 reduced.”

Management use

In summary, it appears that the

 

grouping of assets into operational
 entities and the analysis of their
 decrements in earning potential

 can provide useful information to
 management for resource allocation

 decisions. The Summers-Griffin
 system could easily be adapted to
 include increases in asset value re

sulting from conditions other than
 general price level changes. Such

 adaptation is accomplished via a
 negative “F,” which, when multi

plied by cash flow, produces an
 

amount to be considered as in



come. There are difficult problems
 in determining meaningful values

 for the “F” factor, as well as for
 cash flow related to specific opera

tional entities. “Yet the hope per
sists that if the concept of service

 potential measurement has supe
rior merit, they [the authors], as

 well as others, will in the future be
 able to attack the problems of im

plementation with more direct
ness.”

Ronald S. 

B

arden, CPA  
The University of Texas

CLASSIFIED
SITUATIONS WANTED

CONSULTANT with heavy experience

 

in Manufacturing and Financial systems
 design, BTAM, ALP, COGOL, RPG,
 System Generation and Autocoder will

 analyze and/or program systems on a
 long/short term or contract basis. Reply

 
Box

 354 Main St. PO. Farmingdale, NY  
11735.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES — CPA

 

with 10 years of diversified M.S. experi
ence including total M.S. responsibility

 with public accounting firm. Seeks to
 head or start M.S. department. Box 835.

HELP WANTED
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS — $16,000-

 

25,000. Generalists and EDP Specialists
 USA and Overseas. Don Kaye, Columbia

 EDP, 342 Madison Ave., New York,
 N. Y. 10017.

SYSTEMS MANAGER—$20,000. N. Y.

 

Corporate headquarters. Four man staff.
 Don Kaye, Columbia EDP, 342 Madison. 

 Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

ANALYSTS/PROGRAMMERS —

 

$15,000-18,000. Help install 360/30/40
 

system
 for N. Y. based corporation. Don  

Kaye, Columbia EDP, 342 Madison
 Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017.

MISCELLANY
WORLD FUTURE SOCIETY, 

publisher 

of The Futurist, is nonprofit, nonpartisan
 association devoted to serious 

study
 of  

possible future developments. For infor
mation, write: World Future Society,

 Box 19285-M, Washington, D.C. 20036.

RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor



tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
 Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. 

Box number, when used, is two words. Classi
fied advertisements are payable in advance.

 Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of
 issue. Address for replies: Box number,

 
Man 

agement Services,
 

666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.
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